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//I'm ashamed to admit that but //

over a year ago I didn't know how FIG works.   

Knowing what FIG is ;-)

What’s FIG?
Two weeks ago, while visiting Charleston, SC,

I saw the inscription and now everything is clear.





Inspired by the 2022 FIG Congress in Poland 

and motivated by the current President Diane Dumashie, 

I want to motivate everyone to act 

and successfully achieve 

their professional and private goals. 

Success in Life…  
Why does it look like Polish pierogi?



I should mention … Polish successful people:

• Nicolaus Copernicus – born 550 years ago, 

• Eugeniusz Romer – a cartographer who published the
FIRST magazine describing our geodetic activities 100 
years ago. 

Success in Life…  
Made in Poland 



What others see? 
Maybe they see you wake up in a good mood? Maybe!



• Kids’ energy

• Fun

• Inspiration

Success in Life…
How to show a line on a map? 

you have energy = you have success



Success in Life…

A good mood

In general, 
THE BIGGEST ASSET IS YOUR MINDSET.

Build your positive attitude 
and then the pillar for your actions.



Boring - yet so useful

Success in Life… 

and your vision, mission, and strategy 



Each day, I will be better than yesterday. 

This is the source of strength for each of us. 

There are thousands and hundreds of examples of such resolutions 

that have come true, and the conscious building of one’s own zone 

allows the universe to support and help us in such activities. 

Success in Life…



• Treat People With Kindness! 

• Reach for the sky, plan and implement. 

• It is possible to simplify and implement highly 
energetic and difficult things here on earth. 

• It is possible in you, in your companies, in 
your higher education institutions, in your 
countries. 

Success in life, day to day action



Success in life

“progress only makes sense when all generations 

participate in it, not just the selected ones …”



Success in Life… Time to Redefine

It’s time to redefine what
we consider as ”successful.”

WAKE UP IN THE MORNING 
and be in a GOOD MOOD.



Thank you!

Tomasz Malinowski

+48 602 113 481  

tmalinowski@tpi.com.pl
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